On a date with destiny, do the right shoes matter?

The Souls
of Her Feet
by Kristen Caven

“The Souls of Her Feet was a joy to read. I felt young again, and
excited about love after reading.” —Tristan Cunningham, actor
"I loved the psychological nuances. Clearly she knows about
stepfamilies." —Ani Liggett, therapist & author

When she gets a call from Harry, her long-lost godfather,
orphaned Ashley St. Helens starts finding new ways to cope with
her micro-managing step-monster and fashion-fetishist stepsisters. She is glad to have an adult on her side, and he even
encourages her to go to prom! Ashley’s oversized feet are the
unsurmountable obstacle, or so it seems, until Harry shows up
dressed as Carrie, her “fairy” godmother, with a suitcase full of
shoes!
During Ashley’s drag-queen makeover she realizes the Universe
has deemed her the real-life Cinderella. But will her soulful
transformation translate into the life she wants to have? Will she
be able to escape to college, or will she have to give up on that
dream?
Kristen Caven paints a witty picture of dysfunctional family
healing to spark conversations about responsibility and empathy,
spirit and materialism, dirty dishes and stinky laundry, morality,
queerness, and life choices. A must-read for anyone who loves a
Cinderella twist, vintage footwear, romance and heartfelt snark.
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This updated fourth edition includes bonus materials such as essays
by the main characters and songs from the musical.
Kristen (Baumgardner) Caven is an award-winning feminist writer,
cartoonist, and dance instigator living in Oakland, California. More
about her works of humor, drama, and gravity on topics of
parenting, flourishing, human rights are at www.kristencaven.com
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“Nikes with an evening gown? Girl, just DON’T!”—Harry

